
Value
With the Embrace data source plugin for Grafana, development teams can easily visualize and analyze 
Embrace native mobile performance metrics alongside Grafana’s 300+ plugins, using pre-built 
dashboards to get a real-time end-to-end picture of user facing issues anywhere in their stack in a 
single view.

Solution
Analyze your native mobile app performance with an unrivaled level of detail into anything and 
everything that can go wrong — like crashes, OOMs, ANRs, low memory, and connectivity issues. By 
collecting a wealth of device-level data, Embrace helps mobile development teams quickly surface key 
insights about every business-impacting issue — ultimately lowering resolution time, improving user 
experiences, and reducing customer churn.

Key Features
The Embrace plugin for Grafana, will give you the ability to:

● Auto-capture 100% mobile user session data
● Aggregate and visualize high-volume mobile 

metrics with pre-built dashboards and analytics
● Correlate issues with user and business impact
● Analyze mobile data alongside backend web or 

business metrics for a full stack view of app health

+

Visualize mobile data with the Embrace Plugin

Grafana Labs provides an open observability stack built around Grafana, the leading open source technology for 
dashboards. Grafana Labs helps companies manage observability strategies with the fully managed Grafana Cloud 
offering or self-managed Grafana Enterprise Stack, both featuring extensive enterprise data source plugins, dashboard 
management, metrics, logs, traces, and more.

About Grafana Labs

About Embrace
Embrace’s unified mobile observability and monitoring platform provides deep insights into your mobile app user journey to 
help development teams build better experiences. Embrace auto-collects and aggregates all of your mobile signals to 
produce unified dashboards, comprehensive out-of-the-box user session detail and intuitive analytics that reduce 
resolution time and help fuel your mobile growth. Businesses of any size, from startups to enterprises, rely on Embrace to 
improve mobile team execution and deliver the best mobile experiences. Learn more at embrace.io.

Visit Embrace docs for documentation. 

https://grafana.com/products/cloud/
https://grafana.com/products/enterprise
https://embrace.io/
https://embrace.io/docs/embrace-api/grafana_integrations/

